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Feature:

Digital signal Command

Lumini Aqua Controller uses digital signal technology
and controller transmits a digital signal to the decode
board using a signal cable or wireless connection.
Digital signals transform for a PWM signal. It decodes
with 256 gray scale and can supply a smooth independent
signal intensity(dimming).

� Provides simulated Moon Phase and Lunar Calendar Cycle control
� Timer and dimming based on 24 hour cycle
� Auto running Moonlight mode
� Thunderstorm mode simulates a period of rain and lighting
� 8 independent light timer patterns meet any user's timing demands
� Multiple join technology, hundreds of lighting fixtures can share the same signal
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Multiple working mode

VersatileVersatileVersatileVersatile ttttimerimerimerimer settingsettingsettingsetting

Eight independent light time patterns meet
the user's timing demands, users can set
any timer to achieve 24 hour cycles with
dimming(ramping) and keep auto mode
working High accuracy timer provides
accuracy to the second.

The Aqua Control has Moonlight, Thunderstorm, Auto, and
ManualManualManualManual modemodemodemode to meet any customer need.
MoonlightMoonlightMoonlightMoonlight ModeModeModeMode Simulates the moon light shining in the
water to allow the aquariums organisms to grow in a regular
pattern.ThunderstormThunderstormThunderstormThunderstorm ModeModeModeMode Simulates the period of cloudy
weather change to rain and flashing lightning. Users can
program the Thunderstorm frequency and hour.
AutoAutoAutoAuto ModeModeModeMode works following ex-factory settings and a users
new settings to include hour, intensity, lunar phases etc.
ManualManualManualManual ModModModMode users manually operate each channels intensity,
form 0%-100% with uninterrupted dimming

Lunar Cycle simulates the phases of the moon based on
the calendar month. Users can set individual dimmers and
timers for each channel different phases of the Moon based
on your timezone. Auto save the setting parameter for the
next time users setting.
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Four channels provide a 100% usable spectrum for your
aquarium. Each channel separates dimming and timing,
achieving a greater effect.This also makes it easy for
users to upgrade the color spectrum and watts per
channel.
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